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. . ABSTRACT

. . ,

Evidence is cited, which suggests that the manifest social studies
curriculum, especially with respect to the development of'political and
moral attitudes, is failing to 'have any noticeable impact on students'

acquisition of norms. An interpretation of this phenomena is offered
based on the legal socialization perspective of Hogan and Mills. It

is suggested that curent approaches to civic and moral education place
too Muth emphasis on student reasoning. The social dynamics involved

in the acquisition Of social norms, which involve nonrational .Cvtors,
are largely:absent in social studieS theory.and curriculum. Suggestions

for curricular reform based on the Hogan and Mills framework,are.presented.
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Civic Learning, Schooling and
the Dynamics of .Normative Socialization

t

All societies, if -they wish to remain decent places'in which to live;

/

1 .

-p.rotect the rights o! their cit zens, and provide background against which

progressive and peaceful social change can take place mtst provide e%periences

for znildren O.: means of which they come to an understanding of and allegiance

:o tae civic norms on which the day-to-day life of that society is '9asea.

Social psychologists typically'refer to th process as one of socializItion:

liclA
. . .

those events that cause people toleYe their particular (and:usually favor"-

able) orientation bo the. rules, values, and, customs of their society. The
1

fallUre of the-adult generation to bring the young into a shared perspective: ..

of the larger culture would have disasterous consequences both for the:youth

and, for the- society and its adult- members.

In the United Sicates schools have traditionally been seen to play a

ignificant role bringi,ng children into the larger civic culture. In

the early days .of our national history the cultural diversity and the con-.

comitant need for nation building in the `act of this cultural heterogeni!ty

produced great interest among the general public that schools foster'a,com-

'Mon core of moral and political values. More recently, the fragmentation

of contemporary 'life, the increased influence of mass media, the loss of a

sense of community, the weakening of the stable two-parent nom *, rampant

narcissism, Watergate and Abscam, and other contemporary social and politi-

cal trends have been seen by many segments of the population, as.underminimg

a shared sense of core%civic values. In response to this perceived diSin-

e/7teg ation of shared civic values, schoolshave once again been called upon-
,

to' "fix" societal ills and redouble the effort to bringc:hildren into a

common civic culture. /AM
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The purpose of this paper is not to question '.711et!",er or not schools

should-be involved in the buSiness of the socialization of v into a

prescribed set of civic nor4s, but rather to e:iamine how schools have been

doing in this regard and present a theoretical perspective on the learning

of'civic norms which will provide insight into both the limits of schools'

current efforts at instilling civic norms and the potentialities of new

approa. Before proceeding, however, two terms which are used through;

out this paper are in heed of definition, First, I will use the word norms

to refer to personally binding conceptions of right cantina. That is, when

I .talk about the learning of certain norms, I am refering to more-than

ply learnims bo utter statements about What4one's reiponsibiltitsor

gations are. I am assuming that "having norms" entails being disposed to

act 'in "such and such" amanner. -Secondly, when. I talk about civic norms,,

I am luaping,togaiheronets norms on political as sell as moral and.social

questions.

The Infauence.of $cheoling on the Learning of Civic Soros

The literature on the impact of school curricula on the learning of

J

civic' norms is "discouraging. Ehman (1980) ina review of the effects'of-

schooling on political socialization notes that "The regular-secondary

school.civics and government curriculum has no noticeable impact on the

political.attitudes of students...the manifest curriculum itself agpeart

to not be an impressive vehicle for shaping political attitudes or par-

ticipation orientations (p. 113)." However, tilis is not the entire picture

on the schools inpiuence on civic norms. Ehman also notes that "...it is
.`

'impressive that'the evidence from a variety of studies lines up solidly in

support of classroom climate as a potent correlate of student political

5
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attitudes (p. 110)." In other words the manifest curriculum appears not to

significantly influence the formation of political norms while the latent

curriculum appears to be potent in this regard. 4
. I

A similar pattern of findings regarding the influence of the manifest

-
curriculum versus the latent' curriculum has be fothd with respect to an-

.

, other significant area of normative learning. Leming (1981) in a'review 1
.

:4 / ,

of the research on values clarfticat.ion-found that out of sixteen studies
l

in only one case was. a shift in student Values detected following values

clarifiCation\instruction in classrooms. 'he other current' approach to
a-

%moral/valueseducation which has attracted widespread interest and resoonse,

the cognitive-deve.fopmental approach of Lawrence Kohlberg, has generally
)

0 ;

ruled out shifts in moral norms as an attainable goal of cognitive-develop-

oental'instruction with school age "children. The theory.is so drawn that
b

tie focus of the tional interventions is on inducing growth in the

structure o_ students' moral reasoning (stage) rather than content (be-

havioral norms or choices). Kohlberg hypothesizes that not until the

\

higher, principled level of moral reasoning ill one find a correspondence
-

.

between moral reasoning and moral action. Since principlcd moral reasoning

is largely unattainable for public school age youth, it appearsthat for

theoretical reason unwarranted to hold out hope 'that a manifest curritu,lum
/

characterized by cognitive moral conflict and exposure to plus one reasoning

will significantly affect the learning of moral norms. Thus, it' appears

that with respect to the acquisition of moral norms, current moralhfalues
"....

curricula-stands in the same relationship to the learning of moral norms as

political education curriculum does to the learning of political norms.

However, like the finding with ttie learning of political norms, there

.

is evidence to suggest that classroom climate can be a significant factor

AM
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in students' acquisition of moral norms. In the classic Hartshorne and

May (1930) Character Education Inquiry, which still stands as the most

comprehensive and well-executed study of the effect of efforts at charac-

ter
-

education.on student acquisition of moral norms,.it was found that

traditional approaches to character education, e.g., Boy Scouts, Sunday

.school, exhortation, and morally inspiring stories, have no significant

impact on the normative behavior of youth. However,' buried within the

voluminous findings, and frequently overlooked in discussions of the

study, was the finding that with respect to the incidence.of deceit, .class

room differencei were the rule rather than the exception (pp. 324-329).

It was found that these classroom differences persisted in student be-

havior even after a years time. These differences were not to be account-

ed for by differences in age, intelligence, or home background and were

found regardless of the type of schobl (progressive or traditional). These

findings suggest that a crucial factor which influences students' moral

norms is the climate established in the individual classroom by the indi-

ti

vidual teacher.

More recently just community interventions in the Boston area (Power,

1980) have indicated that within the context of small democratically func-

tioning alternative school settings one can observe and measure the evolu-

tion of collective norms regarding members expectations of each other.

Power defines collective norms as "...a norm which binds members of a group

oua group membership...it defines what is expected from members in their

attitudes (e.g., caring about the group) and actions (e.g., not stealing

from others)." ,Four phases have been described by means of which norms

become institutionalized in a group: proposing, expecting, enforcing,

and compliance. This process which has been observed in democratic school
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settings involves both verbal and behavioral compliance with norms.

In this brief review of selected research and research summaries, I

have attetnpted to establish two points. First, the manifest (as'opposed.

to l'atent)curriculum does not appear to be a significant factor in the

acqui0.tion of civic (moral or political) norms. Second, the teacher and

.

classroom,clim'ste appear to have the potential to be significant influences

in the learningof civic norms. A central task for those concerned.with\

civic education is to develop interpretations of this phenomena which ade-

quately explain the dynamics at work and provide a guide to the evaluation

,and development of civic education. The remainde.r of this paperpill pre-

sent one such interpretation and offer proposals for the improvement of

civic education.

The Process of Socialization to Civic Norms

by the above

The pattern of findings suggestedenalysis of research indicates that

the forces which influence the learning of civic norms center around the

social/interpersonal interactions in schools and the resulting social cli-

mate. Any attempt to account for the impact of schools on normative learn-

ing should therefore focuk on more basic dynamics of human experidnce rather

than on the curriculum as commonly found in textbooks and curriculum guides.

Hogan and Mills (1976) in a discussion on legal socializatipn present a perspec-

tive on normative learning which acknowled q the social basis of civic,learning.

Their perspective also can serve as a uset,,.l perspective for interpreting

the above findings on civic learning. Hogan and Mills develop their per-

spective around the question of what social experiences and developmental

processes result in an internalized orientation to the law. It is argued

that any attempt to develop a valid perspective on such a central dimension
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of :human experience must be pased on a conception of human motiation.. Hogan

and Hills present a picture of an as an interaction-seekin2, r;le-form-- .

4
lating ana rule-followIng animal. Man is held to fear isolation and Unpre-

dictability and to require routinized social activity. In other words, Man

is seen as having a deep organic need:for his culture. Part of what it

means to be human is to have a system of law.

Accordingto Hogan and Mills, internalized compliance with legal and

. social rules seem to Pass.through three forms'or levels. The first level

of development is characterized by attunement to rules. The distinguishing-

feature of this level of internalization has nothing to do With the rules

trer se. Rather, the criti,:al.transformation concerns the accommodation

that a .child makes to adult authority. In becoming attuned to rules, the

z'
child comes to recognize that social situations are governed by rules,

learns what these rules are, and adjusts to these rules in an effortless,

unambivalent way.

The second level of development is characterized by a developing

sensitivity to social expectations. This level of development entails

developing internalized compliance with the norms, values and principles

that give rise to or justify the rules required at the first level. As

?Lager (1964) has pointed out, the major vehicle.at this levelof develop-
.

ment is the experience of cooperation and role taking in games. In this

second level of development7--,chIldren develop an internalized orientation

' to adult norms and values. Being required to cooperate with one's peers

outside of the family, experiencing reciprocity fn one's play, and per-

ceiving that certain ideals are upheld by attractive members of the group

all sensitize the child to.social expectations and engender a concern for

the welfare of the group. This in turn leads to a state where the ideals
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and norms of one's social group are seen as one's own and one feels guilty

horns\ when these a are violated.

The final level of development from this perspective is labeled Ideo-

logical Maturity. What Hogan and' Mills are concerned with at this levelpis

autonoms; or autonomous observance. of legal and social runes. An autonomous

individual is held to be a person whoiwill uphold'the moral and legal: ideals

of his society without concern for their contemporary popularity., One's

concern at this level is with acting in a manner consistent with the best

traditions of one's culture rather than seeking the approval of peers.' The.

centre/ task of this level of development is to integrate the conflicting .

requirements of parents, peers, schoeland. neighborhood. This integration.

is only possible through Lielogical maturity which in turn is a function

of having organized one's expeiences and aspirations in terms of a coherent
. 4

- -

philosophy, political pqrspective, religion or set of family ideals. To

achieve this ideological maturity children require adult models of autonomy

.

and a historical tradition, a political philosophy or a cultural/7 based , .

I

i C ...

. .

ideology on which to 'draw.

!-
.

To sum up;')iogan and Mills' perspective on legal socialization-

internalized compliance with legal and social rules -- follows directly from,

. youths' learning to live with authority, learning to live with peers, and
4

,
learning to live with social ideals. The process involved is basically

one of accommodation to these developmental:requirements. This perspective

on legal socialization is a useful heuristic 'device in accounting for the

role that schooling plays in the normative socialization of youth. The ,

final section of this paper will analyze current civic education practices

:rom the framework ptesented by Hogan and Mills and suggest wa':s that civic

education can be improved.

10
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The Learning oL Civic Sorms /in Schools /the
Legal Socialization POrspective

We have seen that the acquisition' of an internalized allegianCe to

civic norms is to.a great extent a sOcial phenomena in which adults play.

a central rol4 with respect to -the :Presentation of authority, the judicious

.sqpervision of the peer catmunity'and the presentation (of self or.others)

4" :as models of idologiealmaturitly: It is important to note that in this

.view the child accommodates himself tc-the norms of others based on his need

for social interaction; preditability and oider. The process described,

is at itsoore nonrational In nature:. That is, children do not seek out

and Conform 't0 civic vulture because somehow the deseelopornt of reason re-

quires it. Atather, children internalize civic norms because it is affec-

satisfying to'dp/ao0 This .is not to say that children's reasoniag.
.

is unimportant. Certainly, all people interpret and make aense.o4 their

environment,and experiences tiirough their powers'ol reason. However, this

.

.

interpret,ation of/e xpetiense follows' rather tFan preceeds the developtheht
.

/
/ _

.

of.,com /mItment. There appears to be
-

little.evidence to' indicate" that
.,,

t

,, evelOpment of. e- d

, : reason, plays/any significant role in the/ social behavior (Leming,'

,

. .19815. -;/1.

: ,
/ - 0.

.

. /

tf/the above analysis is correct,-then it is fair to state that civic!
/ 4.

.
)

moralycurriculum as currently interpreted rests on;a mistake - -tie ration- .

/ .

/.

a4 st's-fallacy.. This view holds, incorrectly, that the correct way to
q/

develop in children a sense of civic/moral re'SpOnsibiiity is through the

development of their powers,of reason. Rather, if one Adopts the per-,

spective of Hogan and 4,11s, ~the proper role for teachefs and schools toe.

, .

play in the civic education of youth is based on noirational, affective

dynamics.
.

s .
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I now want to turn to an analysis of the role schooling is currently,.

pla;intin the civic education of youth. In general the manifest civic

'and moral. curriculum have failed to incorporate within -their framework in

an intentional manner the opportunity for theessentiai dynamics of legal

0

socialization as spv1.1d out above to work. effectively. S uch dynamks_do

.operate withilt schools in.a planned intentional Manner as the-classroom

climate' and school organization data reported above would suggest-. The

more ,Rommon picture, however,. is that schools, tare unaware of the forces at

work inside their walls and of tne resultant impact that tIleseforceshave'

on the qocialization of youth,. As presently constituted, neither teacher

education programs nor social studies curricula attends to the critical

-

role .hat teachers can play.in the child's accommi)dation to adultauthority

ti

It is obvious that a too heavy handed., timid, or inconsistent presentation
. * ,

of adult authority can have an adverse effect.on.the sncializatipn'of'youth.
...

\ .

Also slificant at th.d.s first level.of.'socialization is the teacher's ability
..

to assist children in recogizing that social situations are governed by

rules, presenting thesekrules in a clear and attractive matner,.and facili,

tating,children's adjustmentto those rules.

At the second level of development, schools also assure thier ineffect-
.

iveness with regard to that important crucible of development, the peer group.

The peer group is seen as outside of, qr extraneous to the goals of schooling.

School days and classes are so constituted as to minimize peer interaction.

Most children\in junior high and high schOol can expect less than one hour
o

day within schools in which peer interaction isj.sanctioned. *When this

peer interaction, is sanctioned, it is,ofda type which does not'conttibute

to the key developmental task of this level. Teachers, to a large extent,

seem themselves to be concerned only with academic achievement and

I)1
.1 No
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choose not to involve themselves with children in away which can be forma-

tive in assisting and interpreting the child's growfng'sensitivity to'social

expectations outside of the formal classroom setting.

o,

Finally, the view ofautonomy entailed:by the educational goal of de-

tacked critical judgment, Which is seen as-underlying all contemporary ap-

proaches to citizenship education, is not compatible with the view of autonomy,

essential to normative socializStion. The ethos of current approaches to civic

and moral education emphasizes a view of decision making in which individual

ceecisions conform to internal rather than external, rules. According to this

view, one ought to be guided in one's social life by personally derived stand-

ards of right and'wrong. This indiiidualistic interpretation of autonomy is

recognizable in the major approaches to moral education as well as in some of

the more popular contemporary approaches to the teaching of social studies.

The major weakness of this view of rational autonomy is that it presupposes a

stable social order--it does not contribute to it. A culture in which the

individual's education encourages one to follow one's own conscience and be

suspicious of social norms can only lead to a chaotic and anomic society. Ac-

v

cordirg to the perspectiive presented in this paper, indiViduality, autonomy, and

1

personal freedom are possible only by moving from the culture, not by totally

rejecting'it. That is, one is free and autonomous only within a cultural set-
,

ting and specific social environment. For youth too be encouraged to think that

their freedom and autonomy exists independent of this social nexus will lead to

a stultification of individual development due to the con '.:ant frustration and

rejection certain to be exper_enced.

Hogan and Schroeder (1980) make this point well when they state:

...so called freedom is not possible in a social context. Nor in fact

is unallayed happiness and personal fulfillment. Social living, which

is built into our bones, confers certain powerful benefits and advan-
tages, e.g., it makes us "free from" predators, starvation, and

4.
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.oneliness. But it ensuree that. we are not "free" to engage in theft;
reckless self aggrandezement, or recreational-sex with our neighbor's

spouse or children - -no matter how Orscinelly fulfilling that might be

(p. 7).

No matter how well rationalized one's actions might, be or how autono-

mously we were acting when we made those choices; there are still social

restraints, the restraints of culture, acting on us all. To the extent

that youth, adolescents in particular, are encouraged to make such deci-
,40144.--

sions in schools without,a profound respect for these cultural restraints,

theirzeducation is not one that is likely to cc/tribute to either the indi-

vidual or societal-well-being.

Improving the Schools Role in Normative Socialization

If in fact the development of4n internalized orientation to the law in

children is a desirable goal for parents and teachers and if the Hogan and

Mills model of legal socialization is a reasonable approximation of how this

process occurs, then in what ways can children's lives in schools be arranged
labia

in order to facilitate this process? First, it must be recognized that par-.

ents and the early home environment play a much more significant and crucial

role in the child's early attunement to moral aad civic rules than teachers. ,;:ltia

yezg

Schools and teachers, however, do not play an insigfiificant role in this regard:

To the extent that teachers are perceived as credible,) worthy of respect, and

effectively sificant to children, they have the plotential to piay an im-

portant role in the child's early adjustment to rule-governed social life.

Of course, the opposite is also possible. Currently our teacher - education

programs and the screening procedures used are not sensitive to the attributes

described above which allow teachers to effectively serve in a positive way

in the legal/social socialization process of children. There are, of course,
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present within the teaching professions teachers who spontaneously exemplify

behaviors which make them effective agents in the socialization process of

youth. However, we do not, in the preparation of teachers, provide training

programs which sensitize prospective teachers to the attributes to which

L
children selectively attend which resultwin the perception that the teacher

is worthy of respect and credible and the desire to become the sort of per-
.

soh that they are.

A-secon4 major area in which schools can become more effective in the

legal/social socialization of youth is through helping children to become

aware of the functional nature of social/legal/moral norms. Too frequently

in our curricula and in the rules presented by authority, the basis of these

rules are unstated. The focus of our explanations to children is on the

need for compliance to these rules only. The organic relationship of these

rules to personal and societal well-being is all to often unstated and.un-

examined. The just community7-democratic classroom--provides an excellent

model of the process whereby, under the aegis of the teacher, children strug-

gle with the need for rules and evolve toward voluntary compliance to said

rules. Expansions of such.programs are clearly desirable from the frame-

work being advycated in this paper. The insightS which children gain from

these 6iperiences also need to be transfered to an understanding of the

broader societal fraMework) Through this experiential process of just com-

munity development, a child can come to see norms, not as alien incoMprehen-:

sible obstructions, but rather as relevant to the ongoing activities and com-

cerns of the group.

Finally, with' respect to the development of ideological maturity,

teachers need to serve as models of an organized coherent political and so-

cial philosophy. The fear of indoctrination and the perceived need to

15
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remain impartial in Our teaching has, on the whore, had a negative effect

on, the civic education of youth. To present, with conviction, a coherent

political and-social philosophy is not to indoctrinate; for to present one's

ideas to others does not entail-,either insisting upon or expecting compliancd.

Teachers also need to present in an attractive, but not necessarily biased,

manner a culturally based ideology to adolescents. This ideology, Within_

c+rtain obvious limitations, should have the general approVal of the tom

\

mUnities within which the children live., A central task of civic education

should ,pe to present in an attractive and comprehensible light those social

ideals upon which our collective lives are based.
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